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APG and HIG Working Hand in Hand

by Dave Bader

testimonial by:
Konecranes

Our lighting team is busy selling fixtures for

Giebel is expanding his coverage by adding

a wide range of customers; including automo-

one of the largest privately owned distribu-

The headline above was

tive, horticultural and even retail stores. But

tors in the country, to represent Horner in the

the really exciting news is that APG and HIG

South. Chuck Ridgeway continues to offer

are working hand-in-hand on many lighting

our customers exceptional sales and techni-

projects throughout the Midwest. Kudos to

cal support throughout a large part of the US.

turnaround with exceptional

Paul Abbenhaus, Matt Mueller and the entire

Chuck is on the verge of closing a really large

quality again! I apoligize

HIS sales team for developing and working

OEM, that will use a brand new product from

for the pressure put on you

a plan. It is really exciting to see both sales

Horner to collect and process high speed

guys, we had a lot riding on

teams pairing up and knocking down some

data., another really amazing Horner innova-

the success of this job. We

nice orders. Speaking of nice orders, special

tion. We have added additional coverage by

thanks goes to Todd Cochran for bringing in a

partnering with an established automation/

great lighting order this month; almost $100K

motion rep firm in the Boston area. And finally

in brand new Horner business. Thanks Todd.

on the West Coast, Norm Williams is expand-

substantial customer with your

We have got a lot going on over at APG.

ing his business with an OEM who specializes

help. We both are the industry

Tim Brant has been promoted to Technical

in wine and beer processing. I’m not sure why

leaders in our fields, together

Support Supervisor. Congratulations to Tim.

we can’t get more customers like that.

our growth is inevitable.”

Our Automation group is doing well. In spite of

the subject line of a recent
testimonial sent over from
Konecranes. This happy
customer says, “Unbelievable

at Konecranes really want to
thank you guys for an outstanding job well done. You
have allowed us to leverage a

the large slowdown in one of our largest vertical markets, the Oil & Gas industry, the automation group is holding our own. By combining
about 1000 years of combined experience in
the automation business, our automation sales
team can tackle almost any application. Bill
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Springfield
Michigan
Opportunities
by: Mike Harper
Indy’s New Testing
Capabilities
by: Walt Boat

We started commissioning

As you football fans know, we

We were very pleased when

repair. Our field service techs

the test panel starting April

Buckeye fans have quite a

we received both purchase

are on the front lines everyday

8. The panel will be able to

football rivalry with Michigan.

orders for the motor repairs,

so they are in a prime position

test motors up to 10,000HP

In fact we refrain from even

two days after we quoted the

to capture business opportuni-

(no load) with AC voltages

saying the name, referring to

jobs!

ties like these.

up to 13,800. While testing

the institution as the “school

Cummins Bridgeway also sent

Recognizing the potential for

we will be able to do contin-

up north.”

in a request for quote for a

future business, our Sales

uous monitoring of vibration,

The Springfield Division has

rewind of a large, low speed,

and Marketing Manager, Terry

temperature, voltage, amps

been blessed with several jobs

250 HP wound rotor. We were

Thorne, has created a new

and power factor. Additional

from the “state up north,” this

successful in our bid estimate

sales territory in Michigan,

capabilities include DC test-

year. Kudos to Bob Hoppe as

so the rotor was shipped down

dividing the state between our

ing up to 600VDC. A con-

he was instrumental in secur-

to our shop, from Michigan.

two northern salesmen, Bob

trol panel (located in its own

ing several repair orders from

This was a very unusual

Hoppe and Bill Roper. It is

control room) will be utilized

Michigan.

formed coil winding that put

apparent that our company’s

to start, monitor, and stop all

We received two 1250 HP

our winder’s skill levels to the

influence is on the move and

testing. Display of all moni-

motors from Green Plains in

test. Our craftsmen rose to

that there is a real need for

tored parameters will be

Michigan, for repair. The cus-

the occasion and completed a

quality service in Michigan.

available to view on a 60”

tomer said that he was not

quality job that made me proud

As we begin to market our

screen. The report capa-

happy with his current motor

to be on their team.

services

bilities include a printout (or

vendor so we may have found

Our field service department

Springfield division looks for-

electrically stored copy) of

a new customer. As he stated,

also has been helping our

ward to many more opportuni-

all monitored points. We

“three strikes and you are out.”

cause in Michigan. We have

ties from the “state up north.”

are very excited to get this

I asked where he heard about

made two recent service calls

up and running!

our company and he said that

to Darling International for ser-

he asked their Bluffton Indiana

vice on centrifugal blowers.

plant who did their motor repair

Their efforts have resulted in

work and they recommended

our shop receiving a 5 stage

Horner Industrial Group, Inc.

blower and a drive motor, for

in

Michigan,

the
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Model T for Starters

by: Craig Hallett

If you started an old Ford Model T with the hand crank on the

doesn’t know what they need. The perspective would be

front, it would take a lot of human power to get the engine

similar to trying to buy a starter for your car at AutoZone not

cranking wouldn’t it? With the advent of the electric starter

knowing the brand or engine size of the car.

on the Model T it took no human power to crank it over, but

Franklin Controls is making the electric motor starter selec-

it NOW took electric power, and a lot of it. To start a com-

tion process much easier with their Industrial SmartStart.

mon car engine, the starter circuit may see several hundred

The SmartStart is as close to a one-size-fits-all motor starter

amps. Can you imagine a few hundred amps literally at your

as you can get. The SmartStart can accept multiple voltages

fingertips when you turn the key in your car? A little danger-

on the input up to 600 Volts. It has a 1-40 Amp adjustable

ous maybe? This is more electric current than your entire

overload range, integrated keypad with remote run and

home is drawing at any given time. Also, switching high cur-

fault indication, electronic motor protection and more! The

rent slowly, draws an electric arc. Kind of like arc welding.

feature packed SmartStart is easy to sell because we don’t

This is why there are two circuits to start your car. One circuit

have to sort out all the options the customer may need. The

with a key switch and solenoid coil, and a second circuit with

SmartStart has them all built in. Oh yeah……It costs less

the solenoid contacts and starter motor. The first, low cur-

than the traditional starter!

rent circuit quickly operates the second, high current, circuit.

The Iron Triangle has three elements: Good, Inexpensive

Starting your car with this circuitry prevents you from blowing

and Fast. Some say we can only provide two of the ele-

your fingers off or catching your steering wheel on fire when

ments at once. Good and Fast or Inexpensive and Fast etc.

you go to and from Walmart.

On Saturday March 21st David Coonce (Indianapolis) got

Electric motor starters work the same way. The first low cur-

a call for two Square D Motor Starters. Katie Chamberlain

rent circuit quickly initiates the second high current circuit.

(Indianapolis) and David worked together to supply two

There are many different combinations or variations of the

Franklin SmartStarters from our stock to get the customer

common across-the-line electric motor starter. Horsepower,

running. Did they break the Iron Triangle?

line voltage, disconnect, enclosure type, control voltage, pilot

To view the SmartStart on display, Please stop by the

lights, pushbuttons etc., all play a part in making up some of

Indianapolis Industrial Group Sales Counter and see Kerry

these variations. Selecting or specifying the electric motor

Fork and Tony Lawless. Horner Industrial is a stocking dis-

starter can be a daunting task. Our product sales staff has

tributor.

to know what options to sell, yet sometimes the customer
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Diversity of
Capabilities
is a Horner
Trademark
by: Rob Taylor

Thermal Spray and
Industrial Coatings
Since joining Horner Industrial

be reinstalled on the complete

assembly, with stock compo-

Group last November, I have

unit, before going into stor-

nent replacement, laser align-

The Coatings division is as

had the opportunity to expe-

age at our Fan and Fabrication

ment, and final test run, is com-

busy as ever. Our new oven

rience, and participate in, a

facility, just a few blocks east

pleted at Washington Street,

is now operational 8’x8’x15’

dynamic and diverse teaming

of here.

then taken to storage to await

inside.The baked coatings will

of functionally separate enti-

Several other steps are per-

the customer’s need for them.

allow us to enter even more

ties, that wholly encompass

formed during the time the

This opportunity could not be

markets.Thermal Spray and

our entire Industrial Group.

motors are being rebuilt at

accomplished without the total

Industrial Coatings is poised

I noticed immediately that

the Terre Haute facility. The

commitment and participation

together to solve customer

Horner is a family of sales

initial dismantle and inspec-

of all of the divisions and indi-

problems with chemical resis-

and service divisions, with far-

tion of the rollers is performed

viduals involved, in constant

tance, wear problems, and

reaching capabilities, that work

at Washington Street. Once

communication

non-stick issues.

together to ensure a quality

inspected, the components

other, in order to make the

Currently we are doing a large

end result for our customers.

of the rollers are sent to the

project a success.

project for Reading Bakery,

A perfect example of the collec-

necessary divisions needed

In the 27 years that I have

who manufacture food pro-

tive efforts of our ISS division

to perform their part of the

been in this industry, with vary-

cessing equipment. The piec-

can be seen in the continuing

project. Fabrication and engi-

ing companies, I have never

es we’re currently working

project that is the Nucor Steel

neering concerns are mainly

experienced the level of diver-

on

mix dough for crackers

Roller Table rebuilds. This proj-

addressed by the Fan and

sity of capabilities that Horner

for Walmart. Reading had to

ect and opportunity involves

Fabrication division. Surfaces

Industrial provides, and com-

change out the parts conti-

all of our Indianapolis service

that need coating and machin-

mits, to its customers on a

nously because of rust issues.

divisions, as well as our Terre

ing to original specifications,

daily and continuous basis. I

We are painting the mixing

Haute motor repair facility.

are sent to our Industrial Spray

consider myself fortunate to be

equipment with a stainless

The motors for the roller units

and Thermal Coatings division

a part of it.

steel food grade coating to

are sent directly from Nucor

on West Street. Any larger

keep from rusting and thus

to Terre Haute for recondition

machining operations, along

making the parts last longer in

and repair, and when com-

with dynamic balancing, are

production.

pleted, are transported to the

done at the Machining Services

We exhibited at the Kentucky

Washington Street facility to

Division on Bluff Road. Final

by: Jim Kennedy

with

each

Water trade show this month,
along with Horner Lighting and
brought back some sucessful
leads.
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EMDS Takes To The Skies

by: Brad Barton

EMDS has recently expanded services with a current

We ran our first routes on these terminals in February,

customer.

and were able to complete data collection in only 8

CF Industries is a company specializing

in ammonia for use primarily in agricultural fertilizers.

days.

While Canada in February wasn’t much fun (it

They have distribution terminals throughout the north

was -27F at Brandon, MB), we were able to get the job

central US and southern Canada. Previously EMDS

done thanks to Jim and a little luck with the weather.

had been providing vibration analysis services to

Going forward Jim will be collecting vibration data at

CF Industries’ Terre Haute, IN terminal. EMDS was

the CF terminals for us each quarter, and returning it

asked to expand the program to include 23 additional

to EMDS for analysis.

terminals throughout North America. Each of these

It’s great to know that Horner’s wide range of tools is

terminals consists of several compressors and a small

available for us to use. As far as I know this is the first

number of pumps.

contract of this type we’ve acquired. We hope to use

Several of the terminals were in the Indiana/Illinois

it as a model for more of this kind of work.

area, within driving distance. The remainder of them
were outside our travel limits.

Since each terminal

had only about a dozen pieces of equipment, it wasn’t
economically feasible to drive to the ones farther out;
the costs involved in that much time on the road would
quickly outweigh the value to the customer.

This

left 18 terminals outside our area of service that we
wouldn’t be able to reach.
Luckily the use of Horner’s airplane made it possible
for us to deliver the service for a price that CF found
acceptable. With Horner’s Cessna 340 and our outstanding pilot, Jim Jacobi, we were able to cover the
remaining 18 remote terminals.
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The Line of Fire
by: Amy Fletcher

A Cold Winter
by: Mike Harper
It was a long cold winter in
most of the Midwest, New
England states, including
Springfield Ohio. February
was particularly brutal with
most of the month staying
well below the freezing point.
The snow and the ice is now
just a memory – but just to
remind you of how cold it
was, refer to the photo of
Donna Richards at work
wearing her stylish Alaskan
wolf hat. She was the envy of
the office, for sure!
The salesmen also had a very
rough time out on the road in
the severe temperatures, so
Mark Russell dug out his old
coon-skin hat and made like
Daniel Boone to stay warm!

The Line of fire, the line sepa-

3. Body positioning: putting

one else doing something

rating safety from danger is

your body or body parts in the

unsafe.

sometimes very small.

To

line of fire causing smashed

Willingness: Never knowingly

avoid crossing this line, we

fingers, cuts and abrasions,

or willingly choose to do some-

must always be aware of the

etc.

thing hazardous or unsafe.

hazards around us, understand

The consequences of not notic-

Be proactive: Don’t procras-

the machines and operations

ing when we are in harm’s way

tinate, why not take care of

in our work areas, and take the

and the hazards presented

it now instead of later? If it

time to think about the possible

by gravity, moving machinery,

impacts safety, do it or fix it

consequences that may result

flying debris and projectiles,

now!

from where we place our bod-

moving vehicles, and contact

Be diligent: Don’t allow your-

ies and the actions we perform.

with stationary hazards, have

self to be complacent or be

When it comes to preventing

been the leading cause of

lulled into a false sense of

injuries at work, it is good to

both personal injury and prop-

security because you’ve done

start with the types of injuries

erty damage incidents here

something so many times and

we are experiencing.

at Horner. The importance of

for so long.

1. Struck by: being struck by

observation and hazard recog-

As Horner continues to grow

flying debris or objects, falling

nition can help prevent putting

and evolve, it is important for

or swinging material

yourself in the Line of Fire.

all of us to look out for our-

2. Caught-in:

body parts

Responsibility: Take respon-

selves and each other and

pulled into machinery, stand-

sibility for what you know you

practice safe working habits.

ing within the swing radius of

should be doing, like putting

It’s easier to do things the right

hoisted material, getting caught

on PPE.

way than to make excuses.

between equipment and fixed

Intolerance: Don’t look the

objects

other way when you see some-

Ms. Horner’s 93rd Birthday
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Louisville
by: Terry Thorne

Terre Haute

Louisville has finally been sucessful in hiring an outside sales

by: Jim McClintock

Horner TH Division continues

and possibly educate them on

everyone deserves the same

to grow. We were blessed with

capabilities we can offer that

level of service. We were able

strong results last year overall

they may not be aware of.

to solidify the relationship with

and hopefully our continuing

During the open house we will

both customers at the same

efforts will yield similar results

be conducting lunch and learn

time by providing great service.

this year.

classes, shop tours, food and

On a personal note, congratu-

add to our work force over

prizes for customers.

lations to Buster Hinds and his

the past several months with

Every customer is important!

wife Emma on the successful

the addition of a winder and

You never know how one per-

adoption of their four year old

general worker, and are closer

son’s experience with Horner

son Trysten!

to reaching previously estab-

might impact other business,

lished goals.

until you realize that the walk in

May 14th has been set for our

customer you dealt with yester-

first ever open house here.

day is related to your contact

It’s a great way to spend time

at one of your biggest custom-

with customers that you may

ers.

not see face to face very often

and reinforces the idea that

We were able to

New Faces
Arvil Burkhart Jr./
Machinist
Thermal Spray

April 23. The staff at Louisville is
excited about the prospect of once
again having a full time Sales
Representative calling on customers on a daily basis.
Louisville also recently launched
two marketing campaigns, one
was to promote the shop and its’
capabilities and the other was
an ABB/Baldor specific mailer to
create an awareness of Horner’s
distributor status with ABB/Baldor
as well as being an authorized
service center for their products.
The reputation of the Horner

This happened recently

Industrial Group Louisville continues to grow as they’ve been called
upon by local industries to perform
a higher than usual amount of hot

Matt Mueller/Lighting Sales APG

Nathan Gaertner/
Tech APG

Jeffrey Syrus/Shop
Terre Haute

Marc Woods/
Machinist
Indianapolis

Jeremy Ream/Machinist Machinging
Services

Randy Pittman/
Purchasing
Indianapolis

Collin Mann/
Mechanical
Field Service

Steve Coffman/
Mechanical Field
Service

Linda Sutton/
Sales Counter
Fan and Fab

Neal Fashimpaur/Machinist
Thermal Spray

Michael Horner/
APG

Nathan Anderson/
Sales Counter
Fan and Fab

Charles Sifers/
Painter
Thermal Spray

candidate. He’s scheduled to start

rush full overtime jobs on a more
frequent basis over the last six
weeks.
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Machining
Services by: Mark Reed
If you were
stranded on a
desert island,
what three items
would you want
to have with you?
Craig Hallett- Indianapolis:
“Swiss Army Knife, Bottle of
Jack Daniels, and a Marathon
Catalog.

Suzanne Harlow, Springfield:
water, hot intelligent muscular
guy, pillow

Randy Isley Sales:

In the last article from HMS,

tured new one’s and welded

we talked about the large

in place. New grab fingers

variety of work coming in to

were designed, fabricated, and

HMS. Pictured is a Descale

installed. Finally, the hydraulic

Bucket from Nucor Steel. This

cylinders were rebuilt, installed

project began with the com-

and unit was tested here at the

plete disassembly and inspec-

shop. We expect to get another

tion of all components. It was

sometime this spring.

determined all bushings had

Also, congratulations to Bryan

to be manufactured, installed

Himes on the birth of his

and line bored. All new pins

grand daughter Lennox Lorilei

had to be made. We cut off

Corman.

all

wear

plates,

manufac-

“Ingredion, Tate and Lyle, and
SDI Pittsboro”

Donna Richards, Springfield:
an airplane, a pilot, fuel

Indianapolis Expansion

Robert Brewster,
Indianapolis: “Fire starter,
fishing line, and a satellite
phone to order take out.”

Cincinnati consensus: “fishing rod, supermodel, and
Yuengling beer.”

Robert Andrews, Indianapolis:
“The Kool-Aid guy, The
Pillsbury Doughboy, and a
tree for shade,”

Lori Beam, Springfield:
“water, hot guy, and a margarita”
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Work Life Matters
by: Kelly Russell
Everyone encounters difficult situations at one time or
another. Because YOU matter to Horner, we provide an
Employee Assistance Program
(EAP) consultation service
through Work Life Matters/

Hydraulic Training Expanded

Guardian Life Insurance
Company which provides

Contributed by : Rich Streitmarter

assessment, short-term coun-

Did you know we offer hydrau-

Winner for their training abili-

these advanced training ser-

lic training programs for all

ties by Hydraulic & Pneumatics

vices to our customers. Bob (or

Horner customers either onsite

Magazine which is a global

one of his trainers) will review

or

in-house?

Smith

publication. This is important

our customer’s needs and pro-

is

our

Hydraulic

to us because some of our

vide a quote to Horner. We can

Instructor and we are happy to

customers have asked us how

then add our margin and quote

say we are getting more and

they can achieve credits and

our customer. This is a great

more inquiries all the time to

certifications for their mainte-

partnership for both of us.

quote custom sessions. This

nance crews. CFC Solar pro-

For more CFC Solar info you

is a great way to help custom-

vides top shelf pre-certification

can visit their website at www.

ers understand their equipment

training both in-house and

cfcindustrialtraining.com. It is

and they also tend to rely on

on site. They offer interactive

impressive.

Horner Hydraulics for field ser-

training, 3D imaging, consult-

vice and in shop repair help.

ing and a host of other ser-

I am pleased to announce

vices. After pre-cert training is

that we have added another

accomplished the International

option to our current capabili-

Fluid Power Society certifica-

ties. We have become official

tion test is offered at many col-

distributors for CFC Solar in

leges around the country.

Cincinnati. CFC Solar is rec-

Bob Sheaf is the President

ognized around the globe as a

of CFC Solar as well as a

leader in many areas of train-

personal friend of ours here

ing including hydraulics and

in Cincinnati. As a CFC Solar

pneumatics. Last year they

Distributor we can add to our

were the Runner Up Award

revenue stream by offering

Steve

Certified

seling, information and referral
(if necessary) for employees
(including their spouses and
dependents) who experience
some form of personal distress.
Work Life Matters offers support
with: Stress Management, Life
Balance, Relationship Issues,
Grief Management, Substance
Abuse, Physical and Mental
Well Being, Life / Career
Coaching, Life Skills Training, 		
Dependent Care / Elder Care,
Simple Will, Medical Power of
Attorney, Living Will/Medical
Directive, Individual and Family
Counseling Services Referral,
and Resource Assistance.
Services are completely confidential and no information
is shared with the Company.
These services are available to
you regardless if you participate
in any other Horner Electric
Benefit Program. Work Life
Matters is accessible 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. To access
Work Life Matters you may call
1-800-386-7055 or visit www.
ibhworklife.com User Name:
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Matters – Password wlm70101

We Got A New
Car......Body!
by: Heidi Randall

1970
by: Burt Whisenand
My last day of work was

Horner Fan and Fabrication

task in less than 32 working

The fun continues everyday

Thursday March 19th

was contacted in February by

days. This included concept,

here in “Fan Land”.

It has been a pleasure

Stop in

a large well known automobile

design, prototype, prototype

on your way down Washington

working with all of you these

manufacturing facility.

They

approval, slight modifications

Street and have a look!

past 45 years. I can’t believe

were in need of a mechanism

and the outsourcing of safety

how fast it has passed by.

that will allow them to lift a

orange powder coat.

During the years of Capital

car body, from a pallet to their

is potential that we will build

Electric, then Scherer, and

assembly line. The customer

2 more assemblies. The suc-

now Horner, this industry has

had specific requirements that

cess of this project may open

been very good to me, and

had to be met: four unique lift-

up the opportunity next year

certainly an education.

ing points, non-pneumatic and

for an additional style. We are

For those of you that I had

non-electrical apparatus and

already looking at building lift

the pleasure of hiring, and

an expedited time line. Horner

systems for the front end and

mentoring, it has been awe-

Fan was able to complete this

rear end assemblies.

There

some to see you grow into

Retirement goals are to

New Indianapolis MFS Coordinator

spend as much time with the

Most all of you already know

5 grandchildren as possible,

that Burt, our former MFS coor-

which will require leaving

dinator retired in March.

Indiana for Sacramento,

have identified his replace-

and Crystal Lake, Illinois.

ment, Marty Hartman. Yes, the

Hopefully, my hobbies

same Marty that you may all

of woodworking, antique

know as a “truck driver”.When

bicycles, golf, and boating will

logistics and MFS were still

keep me out of trouble.

“married”, Marty filled in for

Rest assured that all my

Burt when he was on vacation

grand kids (boys and girls)

a few times, and did a very

chasing for MFS, and “tasks

will know how to wire an out-

good job. He has now accept-

yet to be determined”.

let, put bearings in a motor,

ed the transfer to become the

Marty

our

tion for someone new to come

rebuild a engine, and build a

MFS coordinator. As such, he

customers, he knows how to

in and learn from scratch.)

bookcase.

will become the primary con-

speak to them, and he knows

Please welcome Marty into his

Can’t wait to get that training

tact and communication point

the Horner way of doing busi-

new position and please be

started!

for MFS, just as Burt has been.

ness.

patient with him as he comes

He will also be doing the pur-

does what

the positions you have now.

by: Ralph Coonce

in the company. (We are a

We

already

knows

pretty complicated organiza-

He also knows who

up to speed with the job.
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The Horner Way

Celebrating a Piece of Our Fan History

by: Judy Simpson, Louisville

by: Heidi Randall and Matt Phelps
120 years ago Bemis and Josiah

Indiana Fan Company had built

Representatives,

B. Dill established the Specialty

a strong presence in Indianapolis

from a contact at the Cummins

Manufacturing Company; a firm

as a business that is proud of its

Tech Center about an old fan

that

customer service, craftsmanship,

blower unit. The contact informed

parts and machinery, provided

and commitment to quality.

In

them that it was an old Indiana

assistance to inventors, and made

1997 Horner Electric purchased

Fan Company cast iron blower.

patterns for new parts. Specialty

Indiana Fan Company. This added

When Ralph and David saw the

Manufacturing

also

to Horner’s capabilities in fan

unit, it being so old yet still held

manufactured belt driven, elec-

knowledge and fabrication giving

together so well, it struck them as

tric exhaust, and water powered

it a stronger identity as a com-

a testament to the craftsmanship

fans – including the well-known

pany that can service the many

of Indiana Fan and they purchased

water powered desk fan. In 1907

and varied needs of both Indiana

it for Horner Fan.

Specialty Manufacturing Company

Fan’s customers as well as the

restoring this unit and displaying it

became known as the Indiana Fan

Horner customer base.

In 2013

here at Horner Fan as a source of

Company. Fans, housings, and

Horner Electric changed the name

pride in our history as a longtime

fabrication were all well represent-

to Horner Fan and Fabrication,

provider to the businesses and

ed throughout the years ensuring

creating solidarity with the Horner

people of central Indiana and the

a strong multidisciplinary base to

Group.

surrounding states.

satisfy a wide variety of custom-

Last

month,

Ralph

and

er needs.

David

Coonce,

Horner

Sales

manufactured

specialized

Company

Over the many years

Brain Teaser

received

call

We plan on

As a new employee with Horner
Industrial I had heard of the
“The Horner Way” in interviews and especially upon my
employment as it pertains to
procedures and policies. What
I have found most surprising is
how “The Horner Way” pertains
to the overwhelming welcome
I received not only from day
one, but now as I approach
my 6 month anniversary! All of
the Horner associates I have
encountered have been very
friendly and helpful to me in
my transition, they have shown
extreme patience with me in my
learning curve with the Vantage
system (I can be a concrete
head at times, but when I finally
“get it” it is blocked in forever!).

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

I especially want to thank Kelly
Russell in HR for her honest

Some months have 31
days; how many
have 28?

Answer to last quarters: 1
sandpile

and up front explanation of all
of the Horner benefits. I also
want to thank Scott Snyder for

Last quarters winners:

his excellent Vantage training

1st place $50 giftcard : David Coonce

and Gus Bezy for his unwaver-

Three days to give me your answer, right

Sales

ing support!

answers will go into a drawing for a final

2nd place $25 giftcard: Rick Gray IT

Finally a big thank you to Terry

winner. There will be 3 additional prizes

3rd place Horner Clothing: Steve Norris

Thorne and Tom Berkopes for

for 2nd-4th place.

Fan and Fab

their continuous encouragement

317-639-4261 (240)

4th place Horner Clothing: Jack Linville

and support.

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Indianapolis
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Our Unique
Employees and
their families

Dan Morel (Thermal Spray)
Live!

Jim Plahitko’s grandson
Zachary playing Snare
drum for Franklin
Central High School

HORNER INSIDER

Ralph Coonce (Indianapolis)
with Granddaughter Cora

Ashley Eddleman
(Thermal Sparay)
Youngest Charley

Bryan Himes
(Indianapolis)
Granddaughter

Bob Swaim (IT)
Grandson
Gannon

Denny Hall
(Sales) Daughter Brittany
is engaged

Deb Twigg
(Indianapolis) new
Grandson

Joe Vincent (Fan and Fab) and
his wife feeling young roller
skating

Sierra (Fan and Fab)
and her kids on spring
break Sandusky, OH

Jim Howson’s (Electrical
Field Service Manager) new
Grandson Ashton

ISSUE 04 SPRING 2015

Horner Indianapolis Training Room Makeover

Horner Events
Tradeshows and Lunch and Learns

IN Water - Wastewater Show

SMRP IndyCon
Maintenance & Reliability

APG Getting Ready for LightFair 2015
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